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Presentation Notes
Hello, I’m Susan Whitmer, Librarian for the Humanities at Texas Woman’s University. I am the primary information literacy instructor for the First-Year Composition program. That means that I get one hour in most  FYC classes to teach how to find information, how to evaluate information, and how to cite information using the library catalog and our subscription databases.



Susan Whitmer
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A little about me: I’m a full-time librarian and part-time yoga teacher. I’m an artist and I’m married to an artist, Steven Miller. Here we are looking very artistic at the beach outside Klalock Lodge in the Pacific Northwest. Before I started working in libraries, I worked at bookstores.



Texas Woman’s University

1. TWU - The largest public university in the United States primarily for women

2. Main campus in Denton, health science centers in Dallas, and Houston

3. Liberal arts institution with strong health sciences programs

4. FTE 15,000 students
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Presentation Notes
FTE = Full time equivalent. 1972 — Men are admitted into TWU’s graduate programs and undergraduate and graduate health sciences professions programs in Denton, Dallas and Houston.



Library Instruction

1. Group effort: Graduate assistant, Instruction Group, Director of Data & 

Analytics

2. Information literacy 

3. The mission of 21st Century Libraries

4. Five years of first-year students
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Presentation Notes
Before I start on the substance of my presentation, I’d like to bring you into this room. As a part-time yoga instructor, I use some mindfulness techniques in my information literacy classes to grab the students’ attention. We will start with a short breathing exercise and 3-movements of the spine.Info lit is satisfying work because it is the basis of a successful academic experience. Knowing how to find quality information, how to ethically use information, and how evaluate information, is important in every academic field.The mission of the 21st century library is to help students develop skills they need to fully participate in an information society. I teach over 400 students each semester. Some of the students I taught in 2015 are now in graduate school and some still contact me when they need help navigating databases. One student has been studying Free Speech since she was a first-year. Five years later, she’s in graduate school for government studies and the focus of her work is politically active athletes. I was able to relate her work to a piece I recently saw in the Whitney Biennial: Kota Ezawa’s National Anthem, 2018.
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Kota Ezawa, National Anthem (Colin Kaepernick), water color, 2018.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scholarship as a conversation is part of the information literacy. When share articles on freedom of speech, I share them with her like the recent article in the Chronicle for Higher Education, Katherine Mangan’s Disinvited Speakers Get a Platform to Talk About Being Denied One.  I was able to share with her an art piece I recently saw in the Whitney Biennial: Kota Ezawa’s National Anthem, 2018. This is a water color and part of a series of football players kneeling to protest police brutality.



Challenges and Solutions

1. First professional librarian position

2. New workplace

3. New boundaries
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Presentation Notes
I did not have imposter syndrome which afflicts some new librarians. I had been working as support staff in an academic library for seven years. I’ve been a clerk in technical services, a binding supervisor in preservation, and a library specialist in the reference department. I came in confident but the one thing I needed to learn was how to make my liaison faculty, allies. Fortunately, I had amazing mentors who gave me confidence to dive in.  I asked to be put on the agenda of faculty meetings, I joined the social media accounts for my liaison departments: Art, English, Government, the TWU student veterans association. I attend a lot of events: art openings, local conferences, lectures. I wanted to introduce myself to faculty, staff and students in a casual environment. 



First Professional Librarian Position

1. Challenge: I was a new librarian at a new library, I was entrenched in the 
ways of my previous library. 

a. Solution: Improved my listening skills. Recommended alternate 
processes w/o mentioning previous employer. Embraced new ways.

1. Challenge: Because I was in support positions for years prior to earning my 
Master of Library Science, my delegation skills needed improving.

a. Solution: Sought a mentor, created a support network of library staff. 
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Presentation Notes
I did not have “imposter syndrome” because I spent the past seven years at a university library working my way up from technical services clerk, binding supervisor, to Research & Instruction Library Specialist.�Challenge: I was a new librarian at a new library, I was entrenched in the ways of my previous library. It was hard not to say, “We did it this way at Willis Library.” Solution: Improved my listening skills. Recommended alternate processes w/o mentioning previous employer.Challenge: Because I was in support positions for seven years, my delegation skills needed improving. I took on too much, spread myself too thin, internalized my anger.Solution: Sought a mentor, created a support network of library staff. 



New Boundaries

1. Challenge: Moving from “service to the library profession” philosophy of 
librarianship to “service to the students and faculty” philosophy of 
librarianship.

a. Solution: 
i. Stay active in professional organizations that are subject specific.
ii. Attend activities related to the English department
iii. Great customer service to faculty and students
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Presentation Notes
At my previous academic library, we were in competition with other local universities to become a tier-1 research institution. This meant that librarians were required to publish and perform community service in addition to their liaison duties.



The Best of First-Year Composition

1. Teaching from the English 1023 Course Guide, libguides.twu.edu/eng1023page

2. Social Justice Warriors

3. Themed information literacy instruction

4. Core Assessment Academy
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Presentation Notes
The assignments for First Year Composition relate to social justice issues. Prior to the 2016 Presidential election, some students complained that the assignments didn’t mean anything to them. After the election, social justice became relevant. The social justice warriors were a group of students who responded when I asked for a research topic. Their topics included Female members of the Black Panther Party, mass incarceration in the United States, and food disparity.The FYC instructor asked me to teach Primary & Secondary Sources as well as the Annotated Bibliography. I used Issues & Controversies to demonstrate primary sources: speeches, letters, reports.



Year One: 2014-2015

Spring 2015, Keywords: #Blacklivesmatter, childhood obesity

1. The recommended sources 

i. Congressional Digest

ii. Intelligence Squared

iii. Issues & Controversies

2. Textbook: Axelrod, Rise B., and Charles R. Cooper. The St. Martin’s Guide to 

Writing. 9th ed. Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2013. Print.

3. Learning Outcomes Project
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Presentation Notes
For each of the five years, I’ll give a recap of top news stories that affected student research projects. The spring of 2015, gun violence was in the news a lot:  with the 2012 death of Trayvon Martin, #BlackLivesMatter is a research topic, the legalization of marijuana was a teaching moment as students were taught to use the search terms marijuana or cannabis.Then FYC Director, Dr. Grey Scott, and I met to discuss what a library instruction class should include. I brought a list of sources that I wanted to demonstrate and a basic worksheet. He suggested other, more relevant sources for FYC assignments like Intelligence Squared and Congressional Digest. These sources have significant information written at a FYC level whereas sources like Academic Search Complete can return PhD-level results.



Year One: 2014-2015: Learning Outcomes Project

1. Information literacy assessment and statistics, relates to “Retention, 

graduation, and student success”
2. Kohl and Wilson's Rubric to assess quality of cited references

a. Review: Assessing the Effects of Library Instruction
i. Portmann, Chris A., and Adrienne Julius Roush. “Assessing the 

Effects of Library Instruction.” The Journal of Academic 
Librarianship, vol. 30, no. 6, pp. 461-465, Nov. 2004.
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Presentation Notes
I was fortunate that our library staff data analytics director asked how I was going to assess my classes. I told her that I was going to review the worksheets and determine how successful my students were based on their ability to locate quality information, cite information, and evaluate information and put it in a spreadsheet. She suggested Kohl and Wilson’s Rubric and I modified the chart.



ENG*1023 Worksheet
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Rubric to Assess Quality of Cited References
Based on Kohl and Wilson

Cite information
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Rubric to Assess Quality of Cited References
Based on Kohl and Wilson

Locate information
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Year Two: 2015-2016

Spring 2016, Keywords: Affordable Care Act, cyberbullying OR cyberharassment, 

doxing, freedom of speech

1. Training library staff to assist in FYC classes

2. FYC faculty meeting: Don’t give a FYC class, demonstrate what you can do 

for the faculty 

3. The new FYC director wanted to focus on Evaluating Sources
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Presentation Notes
Texas Woman’s University is a mostly health sciences institution. The Affordable Care Act was underfire by presidential candidates and cyberbullying was a research topic for a lot of students, bordering on the majority of students.  Some high profile cyberbullying stories: 



Year Three: 2016-2017

Spring 2017, Keywords: fake news, Flint water crisis, Zika virus

1. MLA8: Major changes to the citation process

2. Screencastify videos

3. Library tutorials, FYE v. FYC

4. Major challenge: “Interdisciplinarity”
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Presentation Notes
Interdisciplinarity request from 1st year faculty: “Create a library instruction class on “Interdisciplinarity.” I want to see how you interpret this request.” This was a remedial class, I went in with a presentation then halfway through I could tell it wasn’t working by the looks on their faces. I then asked for their research topics and it went really well.



Year Four: 2017-2018

Spring 2018: Keywords: anti-vaxer, body issues, #MeToo

1. New textbook: Lunsford, Andrea, et al. Everyone’s an Author. Norton, 2017.

2. Attempt to start Open Educational Resources (OER) program with remedial 

classes but those classes were cut at the last minute

3. Added GenderWatch database

4. Annotated bibliography
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Presentation Notes
Spring 2018 saw the introduction of a new textbook, Everyone’s an Author. A major difference in MLA8 style of this citation is that there is no longer a location listed for a publisher as the location is not relevant in the digital era. This textbook has more graphics, provides more writing samples, easier to navigate than the previous text which was wall-to-wall text: it read like a block of gray.



Year Five: 2018-2019

Spring 2019, Keywords: climate change, opioid addiction 

1. New FYC directors

2. Media Bias Chart added to ENG*1023 course page

3. Successful attempt to increase ENG*1013 classes

a. Requests for ENG*1013 dramatically decreased in Fall 2017 due to 

student feedback about redundancy w/UNIV 1231
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https://www.adfontesmedia.com/
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Presentation Notes
I use a Google Form for my English 1023 survey.I include the survey link on the worksheet and it’s also on the ENG 1023 course page. About half of the students take the survey and it’s my fault that I don’t make it mandatory. Classes can run out of time, I forget to ask the students to take the survey before they leave.



ENG*1023 Instruction Survey

Four questions:

1. Before taking the ENG*1023 library instruction class, what was your database searching 

skill level?

2. How would you rank your database searching skills after the ENG*1023 Library Instruction 

class?

3. How confident are you that you will be able to apply these skills to your academic work?

4. Write one sentence to describe today's library instruction experience.
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Presentation Notes
The four questions on the English 1023 instruction survey are designed for students to reflect on their research skills and for me to see where I need to improve my instruction. The students self-evaluate.



1. Before taking the ENG 1023 library instruction class, how 
would you rank your database searching skills? 
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Presentation Notes
The four questions on the English 1023 instruction survey are designed for students to reflect on their research skills and for me to see where I need to improve my instruction. The students self-evaluate.



2. How would you rank your database searching skills after 
the ENG 1023 Library Instruction class?
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Presentation Notes
The four questions on the English 1023 instruction survey are designed for students to reflect on their research skills and for me to see where I need to improve my instruction. The students self-evaluate.



3. How confident are you that you will be able to apply these 
skills to your academic work?
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Presentation Notes
The four questions on the English 1023 instruction survey are designed for students to reflect on their research skills and for me to see where I need to improve my instruction. The students self-evaluate.



ENG*1023 Survey Says
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It was awesome! I would have just used Google 
to search my topic, I had no idea about all these 
different ways! Excited to go to do some research 
now! ~FYC Student, 2016

Susan was very informative and gave me plenty 
of guidance. I just need to continue practicing this 
skill because there are a lot of different and 
hidden places for sources to hide. ~FYC Student, 
2017

I was able to get a better idea of the resources 
that I need to successfully write a great research 
paper, I was also able to learn more about the 
TWU library website. ~FYC Student, 2018

Todays experienced was very helpful because it 
taught me how to find credible sources with 
helpful information that I will be using for my 
future research papers. ~FYC Student, 2019



Conclusion and Future Projects
1. Conclusions:

a. Learning Outcomes Project = ideal assessment tool for FYC

b. Information literacy instruction improves research skills = academic success

2. Future Projects

a. Short classroom workshops 

i. Annotated Bibliography

ii. Inserting Media into Texts

b. Open Educational Resources for English Composition

i. Research project for 2020, reapply to be a Research Scholar at the Institute for 

Research Design in Librarianship
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Presentation Notes
Based on student’s self-reporting, I conclude that information literacy instruction improves research skills and that equals academic success in terms of better sources and better citiations.
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Susan Whitmer

swhitmer@twu.edu
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Five Years of First-Year Composition:

A Librarian Reflects

bit.ly/2KoPEcu
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